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A concept of divisibility is introduced for stochastic difference equations. Infinite divisibility then 
leads to a continuous time process in which a nested sequence of divisible stochastic difference 
equations can be embedded. 
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1. Introduction 
Let the random sequence { Y,,}r=,, be defined recursively as follows 
Y,=A,Y,_,+B, (n=l,2 ). (1.1) 
relation (1.1) called a difference equation In this we 
shall sequences {Y,,} (1.1) with 
B,}Z=‘=, is i.i.d. sequence, 
> 0 with probability 
An example a stock material checked regular time A,, is 
intrinsic decay increase of stock and the quantity or taken 
just before n. More are given Vervaat (1979). for k, 2 0, 
n+k= fI An+jY,+ f fi An+jBn+r 
j=1 r=l j=r+* 
(with ny_,+, := l), i.e. 
* Laurens de Haan wishes to thank the Indian Statistical Institute, Delhi, Department of Statistics, 
for hospitality and support. 
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Y - &k yn + %+k, n+k (1.3) 
where 
(A:+k, B;+k):= ;r A 
( 
n+,, i I? An+jBn+r . (1.4) 
j=1 r=lj=r+l > 
In particular 
Y2,, = A;‘,“-” Y 2Cn-,j+ B:‘,“-” 
i.e. the process { Y,,}Fzp=, satisfies relations of the type (1.1) and (1.2). We say that 
the sequence {Y,} is divisible if there exists a sequence { Yz} satisfying relations of 
the type (1 .l ) and (1.2) such that 
Y, = Y& for n = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
Clearly not every sequence {Y,,} is divisible. On the other hand such a property is 
attractive since e.g. in the case of the savings account restriction to a fixed time 
interval is unnatural. 
If we require that the divisibility property continues to hold when one goes to 
smaller and smaller time intervals and if we pass from rationals to reals, we 
arrive-via (1.3) and (1.4)-at the following requirements for a continuous-time 
process {X,>,SO which is such that {X,,,}z=p=, satisfies relations of the type (1.1) and 
(1.2) for every h > 0. 
X,=A’X,+Bj forOS.sSt, (1.5) 
where A: > 0 and B: are random functionals satisfying: 
(i) for 0 G s S u S t almost surely 
A.; = A”, A;, B;=A;B;+B;; 
(ii) for 0 s a s 6 G c s d the families of random variables 
{(As, Bs)(asss tsb} and {(A:, B:)lcssstGd} (1.6) 
are independent; 
(iii) the distribution of 
{(A;:;, K:,h)ls,, 
does not depend on h. 
An example (cf. Wolfe, 
I-’ 
1982) is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 
X, := epPfXo+ J c..P(~~~) d W, 0 
with p a positive constant and W, Brownian motion. This process satisfies (1.5) and 
(1.6) with A’: = e-p(r-s) and Bf = st epp(‘-“) d W,. 
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In Section 2 we characterize the process {X,} satisfying (1.5) and (1.6) and obtain 
a representation of {X,} in terms of a two-dimensional process with stationary and 
independent increments. As a consequence we can answer the question under what 
conditions on the distribution of (A,, B,) from (1.1) and (1.2) one can embed the 
sequence {Y,} into a continuous-time process with the stated properties. It seems 
natural, even when one deals with a discrete-time problem, to use a pair (A,, B,) 
compatible with a continuous-time model. 
In Section 3 we obtain a stationary solution of (lS)-extended to the entire real 
line-under appropriate conditions. 
The existence of a stationary distribution for the related stochastic differential 
equation (2.3) below has been studied by Zabczyk (1983) and Jacod (1985) for the 
special case dR, = dt. 
2. The continuous time process 
All the processes we consider are defined on a fixed probability space (Q &, P). 
Let us fix {A:, II:} satisfying (1.6). It is easy to see that then {X,} given by (1.5) 
is a Markov process with stationary transition probabilities. Of course, X0, {A,‘, B:} 
uniquely determine {X,}. We are now going to obtain a representation of {A:, Bf} 
and hence {X,} in terms of an @-valued process with stationary independent 
increments. 
We will assume, in addition, that 
A,:=Ay+l and B,:=By+O in probability as t j, 0, (2.1) 
A:> 0 a.s. for every 1. (2.2) 
Our first result is on path properties of {A,}, {B,}. 
Lemma 2.1. Let {As, Bs} satisfy (1.6), (2.1) and (2.2). Then {A,}, {B,} admit RCLL 
(right continuous with left-hand limits) modifications. 
Proof. (1.6) and (2.1) together imply that {A,}, {II,} are continuous in probability. 
Further, {M,} := {-log A,} is a process with stationary independent increments. 
This yields existence of a RCLL modification of {A,}. See e.g. Theorem 14.20 in 
Breiman (1968). We now prove the result for {B,} by modifying the arguments in 
the proof of the Theorem referred to above. Fix T. For a continuous strictly increasing 
function + such that lim,,_, (cl(x) = -LY, lim,,, $(x) = (Y, O< (Y < 00, define 
K = El+(G) I(& &I, .s s tl. 
Then, using (1.6), it follows that 
Y,=8(T-t,B,) 
where 
e(s, x) = E[+(A,x+R)l. 
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Using continuity in probability of {A,T, B,}, it follows that e(s, x) is continuous in 
s for each x. The rest of the arguments are exactly as in the proof of Theorem 14.20 
in Breiman (1968). 0 
From now on A,, B, will refer to this RCLL version. This and (1.6) yield the 
existence of a RCLL version of (A:, Bf) as well. This also shows that X, defined 
by (1.5) is RCLL. 
For a < b let Sz denote the smallest c-field which contains all P-null sets and 
with respect to which {(A.:, B,:): a s s s t s b} is measurable. 
Our first result is the following. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose (A:, B:) safisfy (1.6), (2.1), (2.2). Then, 
(i) M, = -log A, is a process with stationary independent increments w.r.t. { 9,) 
(by this we mean M, is 9, adapted, M, - MS is independent of Sx and M, has stationary 
increments). As a consequence, M,, A, are 9,-semimartingales. 
(ii) Let R, = 5; A;! dA,. Then R, is aprocess with stationary independent increments 
w.r.t. { 3,). 
(iii) N, := B, -5: B,- (A,-)-’ dA, is a process with stationary independent increments 
w.r. t. { SI}. 
Here and in the sequel, J:fu dZ, stands for the stochastic integral J l~,,,,(u)fu dZ,,, 
where Z,, is a semimartingale and fU is a predictable process. 
Proof. (i) is a direct consequence of (1.6). The semimartingale property of M, (and 
hence A,) follows from Jacod (1979, p. 63). 
(ii) follows from (1.6) and the fact that for s < t, R, - R, is limit in probability of 
k-l k-1 
C L$ I-‘W,,+i - A,1 = C [A::+, - 11, 
j=O ,=o 
where s= to<. . . < tk = t and limit is taken as sup, 1 t,+r - q I+ 0. 
For (iii) note that 
I 
r 
N, - N, = B, - B, - B,JA,p))’ dA, 
s 
I 
f 
= By-B;- BO,_(A,m)-’ dA, 
S 
= B;(A”-l)+Bf- 
I 
f(B;A~;_+B:_)(A,_)-‘dA, 
F 
I 
=B; As-l- 
1 I 
(A:))’ dA, + B; - 
I I 
’ B”,p(A,_)-’ dA, 
I 7 
* 
=Bf{A’-l-(A;)-‘(A,-A,)}+B;- B”,_(A,p)-’ dA, 
t 
=B;- 
I 
B:_(A,p)-‘dA,. 
S 
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For s fixed, {A.:},,, is a Ss-semimartingale and it is easily checked (using Riemann 
sum approximation of the integral) that 
J 
f 
J 
I 
B.;_(A,_)-’ dA, = B”,_ . (A”,_))’ dA:. 
s s
Hence 
N,-N,=B:- J 
, 
B.;_ . (A.;_))’ dA.;. 
5
Thus, N, - IV, is %:-measurable, and hence independent of ST. Stationarity of the 
increments of N follows from (1.6) (iii). This completes the proof. 0 
Note that A, = 1, B, = 0 implies that MO = 0 = No. 
Corollary 2.3. (i) A,, B,, M,, N, are 9,-semimartingales. 
(ii) Suppose X0 is independent of S,$. Let Y?! be u(XO, 9,). Let X, be dejined by 
(1.5). Then X,, A,, B,, M,, N, are %,-semimartingales. 0 
R, and M, are related via (see Jacod, 1979, p. 190), 
R, =-M,+$M’, MC),+ C [AM,+{exp(-AM,)-l}]. 
SG, 
We now show that the process X, satisfies an SDE driven by {R,, N,}. 
Theorem 
X, is the 
2.4. Let X, be given by (1.5) where (A:, Bj) satisfy (1.6), (2.1), (2.2). Then 
unique solution to the stochastic differential equation 
dX, = X,_ dR, +dN, (2.3) 
where R,, N, are as in Theorem 2.2. 
Proof. 
dX, =X,dA,+dB, = X,A,_ dR,+dN,+ B,_A;_’ dA, 
= (X,,A,_+ B,_) dR,+dN, =X,_ dR,+dN,. 
Uniqueness of the solution follows from standard results on SDE. 0 
We will now obtain explicit expressions for X,, As, B: in terms of processes 
{R,, N,]. 
Theorem 2.5. (i) Let U, := AJ’ and V, := ji LJL! d U,. Then V, is a process with station- 
ary independent increments w.r. t. { 9,} and 
V, = M,+f(M”, MC),+ 1 [-AM,+{exp(AM,)-l}]. 
SSf 
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(ii) Let S, := N, + [ V, N],. Then S, is a process with stationary independent incre- 
ments w.r.t. {s,}. 
(iii) N, = S, + [R, S],. 
(iv) B, = A,. (A,_)-’ dS, = exp(-M,) exp(M,-) dS, 
Proof. (i) follows by arguments similar to those in the proof of Theorem 2.2. For 
(ii) we need to prove that [ V, N], is a process with stationary independent increments 
w.r.t. { srf), given that V,, N, have the same property. This follows from the fact that 
[V, Nll -[V, N15 is limit in probability of 
k-l 
c (v,!+,+N5+, -v,,-N,,)2-(vI,+,-N,,+,-Vr,+N~,)2, 
j=O 
where s= to<- + . < tk = t and limit is taken as sup,, ]r,+i - 5 I+ 0 (see Jacod, 1979, 
p. 34,37). (iii) can be deduced from the relations expressing R,, V, in terms of M,. 
From the definition of R, N, S, it follows that 
B, = 
I 
f 
B,_dR,+S,+[R,S],. 
0 
This is an integral equation expressing B, in terms of (R,, S,). It is well known that 
this equation (or the corresponding stochastic differential equation) admits a unique 
solution. It is easy to check, via 16’s formula or integration by parts formula that 
4. (A,-)-’ 6 
satisfies the equation and hence 
B, = A,. 
I 
; (A,_)-’ dS,. 
This completes the proof. 0 
These two results together yield the following result. 
Theorem 2.6. Suppose {A:, Bs} satisfy (1.6), (2.1), (2.2). Then there exist processes 
{M,}, {S,} with stationary independent increments w.r.t. { Ft} such that 
A: = exp( -( M, - M.,)). (2.4) 
I 
t 
Bs = exp( - M,) exp( Mu_) dS,. 
s 
(2.5) 
and then the process X, dejined by (1.5) can be expressed as 
I 
f 
X, =X,exp(-M,)+exp(-M,) exp( Mu_) dS,. 
0 
(2.6) 
Note that A0 = 1, B. = 0 and, by definition, MO = So = R. = No = 0. 
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Conversely, suppose that the IW*-valued process {M,, S,} has stationary independent 
increments. Then {A:, Bs} dejined by (2.4), (2.5) satisfy (1.6) and X, dejined by (2.6) 
satisjes (1.5) for this choice. 0 
Example. Let {M,} be a homogeneous Poisson process and S, := 
Y, + * **+Y,r(taO) with Yi, Y2,... , i.i.d. standard normal and independent of 
{M,}. Then the process {X1} is constant except for the jump epochs of {M,}. 
Moreover the process 
Y, := XN,, 
(n = 1,2,. . . ) with {N,,} the jump epochs of {M,} satisfies 
Y ntl =pyn+ u, 
with O<p<l and U,, U, ,..., i.i.d. standard normal. Clearly a stationary distribu- 
tion exists and is normal as well. 
Remark. One sees that the functionals {A.:} and {Bs} cannot be independent except 
in trivial cases. Note that in contrast the case of independent A, and B, (in (1.1)) 
plays an important role in Vervaat’s (1979) paper. 
Remark. The process M, R, V, N, S introduced earlier in this section can be 
described directly in terms of (As, Bf) as follows. In the statements given below, 
O=t()<t,<..* < 5 = T is an arbitrary partition of [0, T], the limit is to be understood 
as limit in probability uniformly in t and the limit is taken as the maximum width 
supi ( ti+, - ti) goes to zero. 
(i) C -log(A::+,)+ M. 
iI,,=, 
(ii) C (A::+,-+=& 
i: f, S f 
(iii) i:F<, ((A::+,))‘- l)+ v,. 
(iv) ; B?+,+ N,. 
iZ1,G-r 
(v) i:,c-, (A::+J’B::+,+ S,. 
I. 
These statements can be proved using the representation of (A:, B:) obtained in 
the previous theorem and results in Emery (1978). It may be noted that (iv) cannot 
be used as definition of N, because we do not have a direct proof that C B::+, 
converges. 
When R, = pt and {N,} is Brownian motion, {X,} is the well known Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck process. In view of the similarity of the SDE (2.3) and the solution with 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, a process {X,} which is a solution to (2.3) or 
equivalently given by (2.6) can be called a generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. 
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3. Stationarity 
In this section we examine as to when does X, converge in distribution (as t + CO). 
If it does, and the limit does not depend on X,, then it follows that the limit 
distribution is a stationary initial distribution for the Markov process {X,}. 
Our first result is: 
Theorem 3.1. Let {As, B:} satisfy (1.6), (2.1), (2.2). Further suppose that 
E[log A:] < 0 (3.1) 
and 
E[log+ ~B:~]<co. (3.2) 
Then for all X0, X, dejined by (1 S) converges in distribution to a probability measure 
p (not depending on X0). Further, p is a stationary initial distribution for the Markov 
process { Xt}. 
Proof. Since X,,, = X,, . AZ,, + Bz+l; n 3 1 and {A:,, , Bj,,} is an i.i.d. sequence, 
X,, s p, where p does not depend on X0. This follows from results in Vervaat 
(1979), and can be proved directly using strong law of large numbers and Kol- 
mogorov’s three series theorem. Condition (3.1) implies A’: 5 0 and hence it follows 
that B: 5 p. Let ti ER+ , ti + CC be arbitrary. We need to prove that X, h /.L. Let ni 
be integers such that ni S ti < n, + 1, and U, = ti - ni. Then ni + cc as well. Now 
B:< - By< = BO,xA;c (3.3) 
where By, and AT are independent. As noted earlier, At % 0 and hence 
A? 5 Af,, % 0. On the other hand 1 Bt,I s SU~~~~~, lBz[ <cc as paths of Bz are RCLL. 
Hence 
By,-B;c%O. (3.4) 
But BT 5 Bf, and hence (3.4) gives By, % p. 
This along with A: % 0 yields 
x,2 s CL. 
That p is a stationary initial distribution follows by standard arguments. 0 
The previous result gives sufficient conditions on {As, Bf} for existence of a 
stationary solution to (1.5). It would be good to obtain conditions on {M,, S,} 
instead, in view of the representation (2.5). 
The first condition (3.1) easily translates as 
EM, > 0. (3.1)’ 
It seems reasonable to expect that in presence of (3.1)‘, 
E log+lS,I <co (3.5) 
would imply (3.2). However we are unable to prove this. We will prove that (3.5) 
and ElM,I <CO together imply (3.2). This will be done in several steps. 
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Proposition 3.2. Let {Y,} be a local L2-martingale with YO= 0. Suppose that 
E[log+( Y),] < 00. Then 
+og+(&]<a’. (3.6) 
Here, {( Y),} denotes the unique predictable increasing process with ( Y)O = 0 such that 
{ Yf -( Y),} is a local martingale. 
Proof. Follows from Yor (1979) by noting that (Y), dominates 1 YI: in the sense 
El YT12s E( Y)T 
for all stop times T and that if Q(x) = log+ x, then 
F(x) =x 
I 
“1 
-d@(u)c 1. 0 
x u 
Proposition 3.3. Let {S,} be a process with stationary independent increments, with 
RCLL paths. Let 
S::= C AS,* l{x..>1~, S;:= - 1 AS,, . ljds,,<_,) 
and 
$=s,-s:+s:‘. 
(Here, AS, = S, - SUP = S,, -lim,,,,,, S,.) Then we 
(i) {S:}, { Sy}, {&} are processes with stationary 
three processes are independent of each other. 
(ii) Es”f<oo. 
(iii) Es, = at and E (5, - at)’ = bt for some Q, b. 
(iv) 4, := 5, - at is a square integrable martingale 
have: 
independent increments and the 
with ($, = bt. 
(v) IfE log’lS,I COO, then E log’lS:l <a, E log+lS” ~00. 
Proof. (i) is an easy consequence of the Levy-Khincin formula for the characteristic 
function of {St}. (ii) follows from the observation that jumps of s, are bounded by 
1, see Ramachandran (1969). (iii) and (iv) are easy consequences of (i) and (ii). 
(v) follows from independence of S:, S: and g( and the inequality 
Remark. Suppose M, is a process with stationary independent increments, with 
EIM,I <co. Then decomposing M, into M:, My and fit as above, one gets EM: < 
~0, EM: <CO. It is easy to see from (iv) that E s~p,~,lA?~l <CO. This and the fact 
that M:, My are increasing processes yields 
E suplM,I<E sup(~~l+ElM:I+EIM:l<co. (3.7) 
SGI SGf 
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Our main result follows. 
Theorem 3.4. Let (As, Bs) be given by (2.3), (2.4) where {M,, S,} is a process with 
stationary independent increments. Suppose 
ElM,I<co and EM,>O, (3.8) 
E log+p,I -=c a. (3.9) 
Then conditions (3.1), (3.2) of Theorem 3.1 hold. 
Proof. That (3.8) implies (3.1 
E suplM,I <cc 
.9 % 1 
0 SSl 
1 
log+ 
II I 
fU dS:: G 1 +suplM,I +log+lS:l, 
0 S==l 
log+ 
Hence it suffices to show that 
E log+ 
15 I ‘J;dS,, ~00. (3.12) 0 
Since S, is an L*-martingale with (S), = bt, it follows that Y, := jifU d$, is a local 
L2-martingale with (Y), = b - ji_fi du. Hence 
E log+{ Y), G 1 + log+ b + E log+ supf: 
US, 
sl+log+ b+2E supJM,\<=~ 
USI 
Proposition 3.2 implies (3.12) completing the proof. 0 
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Remark. Let V, y be the L&y-measure of the processes M,, S, respectively. It is 
proved in Ramachandran (1969) that 
ElMl<co iff J 1x1 dv(x) < 00. /xl” 
Thus the condition on M can be easily stated in terms of the characteristic function 
for M,. Similarly it is proved in the paper cited above that for LY > 0 
EISII” <co iff J lxja dy(x) COO. /XI>1 
Thus, we get that j IxIc( dy(x) < 00 for some LY > 0 implies E log+lS,I < 00. 
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